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One of Library Journal's Best Books of 2015

"Holmes...is a noted pioneering street lit author. His smooth-flowing narrative mixes crime, sex, and sassy
street language, giving his protagonists a true life-in-the-streets feel. This will more than satisfy serious
readers of urban fiction."
--Library Journal (Starred Review, Pick of the Month)

"I read this book in one sitting....It's a great way to escape and be entertained for a few hours."
--Baltimore Times

"Pure entertainment."
--Hawt Reads

Dixyn Greene has it all. She is a hustler's wife, the mother of a beautiful daughter, and she owns a town
house and a nice car--she's living the life. But when the feds arrest her man, Dixyn's whole world begins to
crumble. Quickly things go from bad to worse--as the bills begin to mount, her ability to continue to
maintain her lavish lifestyle is put to the test. Strapped for cash, her good intentions lead to bad decisions.

Enter Brian Winters, B-Dub, and her one saving grace, or so she initially believes. In Dixyn's time of need,
B-Dub turns out to be no more than an opportunist with his own agenda. Dixyn becomes indebted to him and
is forced to do his bidding in order to survive. With B-Dub on her back, she submerges herself into the
murky waters of street life and is soon entangled in a web of lust, betrayal, blackmail, and deceit. She
ultimately discovers that there are no rules in the game. In the game, loyalty is limited. Trust will get you
hurt and love will get you killed.

Infamous Books, curated by Albert "Prodigy" Johnson from the legendary hip-hop group Mobb Deep, is a
revolutionary partnership that pairs the Infamous Records brand with Brooklyn-based independent publisher
Akashic Books. Infamous Books' mission is to connect readers worldwide to crime fiction and street lit
authors both familiar and new. Releases include works by national best sellers JaQuavis Coleman, K'wan,
Miasha, Prodigy, and many others forthcoming.
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From reader reviews:

Ashley Parra:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try thing that really opposite
from that. A single activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Caught Up, you can enjoy both. It is great
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can happen its mind
hangout men. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Ruth Michel:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you examine a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of
book that you have read. If you would like get information about your research, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and also
soon. The Caught Up offer you a new experience in studying a book.

Ruth Lynch:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you could have it
in e-book way, more simple and reachable. This kind of Caught Up can give you a lot of pals because by you
looking at this one book you have issue that they don't and make anyone more like an interesting person.
This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that maybe
your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than additional make you to be great individuals. So , why
hesitate? Let me have Caught Up.

Carlos Mendoza:

A lot of people said that they feel bored when they reading a publication. They are directly felt this when
they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the particular book Caught Up to make your reading is
interesting. Your personal skill of reading skill is developing when you such as reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the feeling about book and examining
especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to wide open a book and examine it. Beside that the guide
Caught Up can to be your brand-new friend when you're experience alone and confuse using what must
you're doing of their time.
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